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The author studies the collateral obligation of labor contract in this paper, 
which consists of four chapters in addition to the introduction and conclusion. 
Chapter one: The general theories on collateral obligation of labor contract. The 
first part of this chapter analyses the nature of labor contract. The author argues that 
labor contract is a commutative contract in obligation law with identification 
relationship features; and it’s also a product of the socialization of employment 
contract with intense state intervention. The author concludes that the establishment 
and definition of collateral obligation was affected by both identification relationship 
and obligation law; the obligation law factors, however, overweighed that of 
identification relationship later. This conclusion is drawn on ground of an in-depth 
research of the correlation between the development of labor contract nature theory 
and that of collateral obligation in light of the history of the collateral obligation of 
labor contract development in Germany law. The second part of this chapter discusses 
the legal theoretical basis of collateral obligation of labor contract. The author 
maintains that the legal theoretical basis of collateral obligation the value orientation 
of contract law in distributing rights and liabilities, including bona fide principle(the 
general principle of contract law), and the principle of inclination to protect workers 
of labor contract law. The last part of this chapter elaborates the sources of law 
foundation of collateral obligation of labor contract. Research finds that the sources of 
law structure of collateral obligation of labor contract, which includes state law source 
as well as autonomy law source, is more complicated compared with those of civil law. 
Good faith is no longer the main sources of law of collateral obligation of labor 
contract. Collateral obligation is currently regulated by individual labor contract, 
Collective Contract, and Labor Rules and Regulations. In dealing with the conflicts 
arising from the sources of law, the legal hierarchy and the principle of favorableness 
should both be applied in accordance with the principle of inclination to protect 
workers of labor. In consideration of our country’s labor legislation background, this 
chapter also discusses the relationship between the obligation of labor standards law 














obligation of labor standards law does not have direct effectiveness of private law or 
constitutes collateral obligation of labor contract unless it’s natured by both public law 
and private law. 
Chapter two: Categories of the employers’ collateral obligation. In this chapter 
the author attempts to construct the employers’ collateral obligation system regarding 
the duty of protection. The author argues that the employer’ duty of protection 
protects only private law labor rights. The employers’ collateral obligation can be 
classified into three categories: the duty of protection, the duty of promotion and the 
duty of disclosure, out of which the duty of protection is the center with an increasing 
important role of other collateral obligations. The author probes into different theories 
of employers’ duty, which include “substantial duty theory”, “special duty theory”, 
“performance obligation theory” and “collateral obligation theory”, and believes that 
the duty of protection is a kind of collateral obligation, but differs from the protection 
duty of civil contracts in function, contents and intensity. In accordance with the 
protection objects difference, the employers’ duty of protection may be classified into 
the labor material right of personality protection duty, the labor mental right of 
personality protection duty and the labor property right protection duty. The duty of 
promotion covers providing work duty, vocational training duty and employment 
reference duty. In particular circumstance of work relations, the scope of promotion 
duty should be restricted based on the principle of proportionality with reference to 
the employer’s technical, organizational and economical status. The duty of disclosure 
should be prescribed to ease information asymmetry commonly existed in work 
relations. The employer should inform the labor of contract making and performing 
information in a reasonable and appropriate approach. The duty of disclosure consists 
of the duty of disclosure when making contract, during contract performance and 
upon unemployment.  
Chapter three: Categories of the employees’ collateral obligation. A basic kind of 
the employees’ collateral obligation is the duty of loyalty generated from good faith 
principle. The duty of loyalty may be defined as: the employee should reasonably 
consider his status in the enterprise for the purpose of safeguarding the employer's 
benefit in the process of exercising the contract rights and duties. The behavior 
standard for the employee to comply with the duty of loyalty should fairly balance the 














The mutual trust relations between the contract parties should be maintained, but this 
does not mean that priority should be given to the employee’s interests. The duty of 
loyalty is still affected by identification relationship and may well overstep to the 
concrete labor process. In relation to other collateral obligations, the duty of loyalty is 
no longer regarded as the basis of justice of other collateral obligations because of the 
influence of identification relationship. Moreover, the employees’ collateral obligation 
can be further divided into duty of act and duty of omission. The duty of omission 
includes confidentiality obligation, the duty of competition restriction and the duty to 
restrict improper speech. The duty of act includes the duty of disclosure, the duty of 
obedience and the duty of informing of work troubles and threats. 
Chapter four: The legal consequence of violating the collateral obligation of 
labor contract. The legal consequence of violating the collateral obligation of labor 
contract is diverse but not restricted to the field of private law. In this chapter, 
however, the author only address to the different private law consequence in civil law. 
The contract law legal consequence cannot be certainly applied to the case of 
violating the collateral obligation of labor contract, be suitable for work contract, the 
special nature of labor contract must be taken into consideration. The consequence of 
violating the performance obligation of labor contract applies to the violation of 
collateral obligation for they are same in form. In case of individual work relation, 
however, consideration should be given to the difference between performance 
obligation and collateral obligation as well as the specific circumstance of collateral 
obligation and contract situation when deciding whether and in what manner a 
particular legal consequence is to be used or not. The principle of inclination to 
protect the disadvantaged is applied in structuring labor contract violating 
consequence in labor law on grounds of the disparities of the parties involved. One of 
the key features is increasing the employer’s contractual liability and limiting the 
worker’s contract liability. Labor contract parties’ right to freedom is strictly 
restrained in a narrow scope and the contractual liability in labor law is restrained. 
Different responsibility rules should be applied to the parties of labor contract 
violating collateral obligation: fault liability principle for the worker and the worker is 
supposed to undertake liability only in case of intentional conduct and grossly 
negligent conduct; for the employer, principle of liability without fault should be 














The main forms for the employer violating collateral obligation includes: specific 
performance, refusing to pay the labor, the compensation responsibility of breach of 
contract and constructive dismissal. The main forms for the employee violating 
collateral obligation includes: enterprise sanction and punitive dismissal. 
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